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Eastern Counties Rugby Union Ltd 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 
Friday 8th June 2012 6.15pm 

Ickworth House, Horringer, Bury St. Edmunds IP29 5QE 

 

AGENDA 
 

 

1. To consider and approve the minutes of the last AGM on 10th.June 2011. 

 

2. To review and approve a report from the Committee on the affairs of the Constituent Body since 10th. June 2011 

 

3. To receive a Financial Report. 

 

4. To elect Officers and Committee for the ensuing year. 

 

The nominations of the Officers and Committee are:- 

 

Officers            Management Committee 
 

President  H. Moore  Hon Asst. Secretary                 R. Watson            

President elect                    J. Taylor                Chair of Governance                 R. Watson            

                                                                                       Chair of Finance                   S. Hughes 

Hon Secretary  R.A. Pierson                       CBRDP Chair-Elite Group                  A. Gilbert 

                                                                                       Chair –Club Player Group                    R. Cowie 

Hon. Treasurer                  S. Hughes                             Chair Community Rugby                  J. Winders                                                                        
Chairman of Executive R. Cranna MBE                Referees Representative                     G. Cross 

                                                                                      Chair of Sponsorship                      A. McCallum 

                             and Communications 

Chair- Discipline                                  H. Davies 

Volunteer Co-ordinator           G. Underwood  

Chair – Competitions                          J. Mackay 

EC Safeguarding Manager                 M. Peacock 

                                                                            Sub-County Representatives               One each 

                                                                                       (to be proposed by each sub-county)                                                                                  

  

                                                   
 

5.            To consider any other motion or business duly proposed in accordance with Rule 8.5. 

Note: No motion or proposal has been received by the Hon. Secretary by the ‘due date’ (30th. April 2012). 

 

6. To consider any other business of which due notice has been given. Note: no notice of such business has been 

received by the Hon. Secretary by the due date. 

 

7. To hear any other relevant matter for the consideration of the Committee during the ensuing year, but on which no 

voting shall be allowed. 

 

By order of the ECRU Ltd. Committee 
Roger Pierson, 
Hon. Secretary, ECRU Ltd. 

20th.May 2012 
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PRESIDENT ‘S REPORT 
 

The 2011/12 season has come to an end and with it my first year of Presidency of Eastern Counties 

Rugby Union.  I was honored to be appointed President at last year’s AGM and have enjoyed my first 

year in office. 

My general report on the CB is that it is hale and hearty and generally in good working order.  Some 

changes were made in the structure at the beginning of the season and these have been successfully 

integrated into the operation. 

As far as I was concerned, the season started slowly following my knee operation, but since Christmas 

has simply sped along.  My thanks to all those clubs which I have visited, for their hospitality and the 

warm welcomes which I have received.  I hope to be able to see more of you in my second year. 

Since I first joined the Eastern Counties Management Committee, the CB has made great strides forward 

and in particular in the last few years.  2011/12 has been no exception and sees the organisation 

operating in a very open “professional” manner. 

I have to thank all those people who have given up time to carry out roles within the organisation.  It is 

marvelous to see the commitment, but also sometimes worrying that the level of that commitment is 

simply too much to ask of volunteers who have families and businesses/employment.  I repeat my 

thanks to all of you. 

On the field of play all of our teams have performed with merit throughout the season.  Unfortunately 

the first fifteen did not win a game in the County Championship, but acquitted themselves well with 

both games being very close affairs.  The team gave of their best and that is all that one can ask. 

Let us all now have a short break, recharge the batteries and look forward to the challenges of the new 

season. 

Harry Moore 
President 
May 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HONORARY SECRETARY 
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Another Season draws to a close……………but does it?  

Whilst  our Playing and Coaching fraternity take a well-deserved Summer break, many Volunteers at 

Club and at ECRU level, still maintain their ‘drive’ to prepare for the next season, to review what has 

passed, and to provide a framework for the 2012-13 season. Many more Clubs now offer ‘Summer 

Touch’ and Sevens to attract wider Rugby participation, so not everyone goes into ‘sleep mode’ during 

the off season: we need to deliver Rugby as an enjoyable activity that suits the needs of our Clubs and 

Players. 

To those that continue their labours, especially at Club level, our continuing and grateful thanks for your 

efforts – the effective management of our precious resources, at Club and CB level, is vital to the proper 

sustainability of our Game. As Bob has alluded to in his Report, many Working Groups continue their 

labours in an attempt to clarify, support and develop the increasing aspects of the Game that we believe 

that we can offer guidance on, and so dispel the notion that the ‘Old Farts’ are largely an inactive 

species. 

ECRU has an increasing amount of ‘profile’ at the RFU, and it is vital that, in your interests, we push our 

message to those that govern the Game; almost a quarter of the RFU Planning, Reporting and Funding 

Committee comes from ECRU personnel; we have participated in a number of RFU-led initiatives and 

Pilot Projects, and this suggests to me that we are now regarded as a well-run and dynamic 

organisation.  

It is vital that we maintain this momentum, and that ECRU is seen as a ’leader’ in the administration and 

delivery of our Game, and not as a ‘follower’ – we intend to ensure that this is the case. 

It is also appropriate to thank our CB Volunteers, many of whom have put in years of dedicated, but 

under-recognised service; I would especially wish to thank Mike Stott, who ‘retires’ as Chairman of 

Competitions, after an astonishing twenty-six years service; Mike will continue to act as a League 

Secretary, so we will not completely lose his expertise; also Tim McNeill, who bows out as Immediate 

Past President, with our thanks for his contribution. 

It’s also ‘in with the new’, and we welcome and recognise Wendens Ambo, Watton, and Thorpeness 

Clubs, all of whom have been supported by ECRU in their application for RFU ‘Voting Club’ status 

(Section One in old money); their progress, on and off the field, and their desire to grow, is one of the 

more satisfying aspects of the support work that we in the Community Rugby Group do on your behalf. 

We also have a duty to govern the Game in a manner that meets the aspirations of as wide an audience 

as possible, and within the Spirit of the Game and its Core Values; any barriers that could exist in terms 

of ‘discrimination’ must be destroyed, and I would highlight both racial and disability groups as areas in 

which our efforts can still be increased; the incidents where Clubs find themselves in conflict with one 

another have to be resolved, so next season could see ECRU using its ‘Governance’ mandate to ensure 

that this happens, in the wider interests of the Game. ECRU will do all that it can to ensure that Rugby is 

managed as equitably and positively as possible, and I would ask our Member Clubs to take account of 

this in engaging with their community. 

To the many Club Volunteers that I have met throughout the Season, many thanks for sharing your 

views with ECRU – we are grateful (and receptive), and always welcome your input. 
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Roger Pierson 

Hon. Secretary 

May 2012 (2) 

 
 
‘A Curate’s Egg’ 
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN 

1. Introduction 

A few months ago the Archbishop of Canterbury in giving notice of his forthcoming resignation stated 

that his successor, among other attributes, would need ‘the constitution of an ox and the skin of a 

rhinoceros’.  He might have been describing essential qualities required for various roles within Eastern 

Counties Rugby Union! 

The early part of this season was dominated to a large extent by the ‘shenanigans’ taking place at the 

RFU and very unedifying as well as demoralising it was to witness – some semblance of ‘peace’ appears 

to have broken out although how deeply embedded this new tranquillity proves to be only time will tell!  

The next few months will be focused on discussions of the Slaughter and May Consultancy Report 

commissioned by the RFU – these discussions will take place across the Country as well as at 

Twickenham.  ECRU is hoping to arrange an event centred on this important report and its implications 

to which all clubs and other interested parties will be invited to attend. It is currently being planned for a 

date sometime in August /September. 

In December ECRU made further representation to the RFU for additional staffing resources so that we 

could more effectively and equitably cover all the clubs in one of the largest geographical CB areas in the 

Country. The RFU accepted the points we were making and subsequently agreed to the equitable 

provision within ECRU of 2 RDO’s; and 4CRC’s managed by a Regional Rugby Development Manager 

(RRDM).  We are hoping to reach this full staffing complement level near or around the end of July this 

year. This will be much welcomed. 

The intention of this Annual Report is to summarise the work that has been managed by the ECRU on 

your behalf over the last year and to include an account of the Action and Development Plans that have 

been constructed to cover our activities in the identified key areas over the current season as well as the 

coming season and beyond.  As is now regularly the case all Key Volunteer Post Holders will be providing 

detailed reports on their specialist areas of work and I merely wish to acknowledge and comment on 

some of the more important or newer issues with which we are engaging. 

2. Action Plans  

a) 2011/12 – the current year’s Plan has been kept under continuous review both through the 

respective sub committees and the General Management Committee. Once again the majority of the 

defined outcomes have been achieved and more. A final collated account of this season’s plan and its 

outcomes will be submitted to the RFU ‘Performance, Funding and Reporting Committee after the end 

of June – a copy will be placed on the ECRU website. It has been encouraging that the ‘counties’ are 

gradually beginning to ‘buy in’ to the Planning process and Suffolk deserve a special mention for being in 

the ‘vanguard’ of this progress in constructing their own plans following consultation with their clubs.  
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Ultimately, of course, it would be our wish that all clubs and counties have their own Action Plans which 

dovetail into and contribute towards the achievement of the ECRU Action Plan. 

b) 2012/13 – the Action Plan for the coming season was completed and submitted to the RFU ‘PFR’ 

Committee in December 2011. It was subject to an independent review and we were informed in March 

that it was one of the more highly regarded plans received nationally. This is good news and there is no 

doubt we are gradually becoming more adept and accomplished with practice in the construction of 

these Plans and their implementation. We do, however, need to be somewhat more sophisticated in 

defining realistic and meaningful outcomes both in qualitative as well as quantitative terms.  It is against 

these Plans that our performance will be judged by the RFU and this will determine our RFU funding 

allocation for the following season.  We have once again been greatly assisted by Jo Martin, our RRDM 

who has been most diligent in collating all the information and ensuring its integrity as a genuinely 

collaborative RFU/ECRU Action and Development Plan. 

3. Management Committees. 

Both the Management and Executive Committees met as arranged prior to the start of the season and 

they were invariably well and enthusiastically attended... Sub Committees diligently submitted their 

written Action Plan Review Reports in advance of the Management  meetings along with some 

additional narrative where required.  We have made substantial progress over the last 4 years or so in 

becoming more specifically focused on the key areas of work identified within the Action Plans – this 

makes for a more ‘business like’ approach to meetings that focus on the ‘critical few’ issues rather than 

the ‘trivial many’!  We hope it does not stifle debate on other rugby related topics and, indeed, there 

have been several important pieces of work that have occurred or are occurring to supplement the 

Action Plans e.g. the Adult Player Working Group and the Corporate Image Working Group involved with 

establishing a  Playing Kit /Equipment / Funding Protocol for all ECRU representative teams – the latter 

protocol has now been ratified and can be viewed on the ECRU website and the former is still an 

important work in progress and has been granted further time by the management committee to 

complete its brief. 

The majority of the main sub committees comprising: 

 CBRDP (includes Club/ Community Player Development Group and the Player Development Pathway 

Group); Community Rugby (including Volunteers); Marketing and Communications; Coaching; 

Safeguarding; Nominations; Governance (including Competitions and Discipline) and Funding and 

Finance 

Have met at least 4 times this season and, in some cases, substantially more frequently. They work 

incredibly hard and enthusiastically and we are so fortunate to have so many individuals so committed 

to the work of Eastern Counties. Additionally, of course, many occupy other positions within their own 

counties and/or clubs! The sub committees are the ‘work horse’ of the ECRU and each delegates and 

accounts for all the work that falls within its Terms of Reference.  Their Annual Reports are contained in 

this document and provide their own testimony to the work being done. I would, however, just wish to 

mention 2 Developments that may not be covered: 

a) All Schools Pilot Project ( in partnership with the RFU) – a Pilot Project aimed at using rugby as the 

medium for effecting improvement in behaviour and education prospects in pupils from secondary 
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schools in areas of rural /social isolation and economic deprivation. The Pilot has been completed 

having been conducted at 4 Schools within the Great Yarmouth /Lowestoft area. It has been 

reviewed and a measure of its success is that it has now attracted £247,000 form the Comic Relief 

Charity over 3 years so that it can be extended in Schools across the ECRU area. This is a great 

example of social inclusion. It will be administered by the RFU with assistance from our paid RFU 

staff alongside locally appointed coaching staff. 

b) Youth Player Development Pilot Project – we have just agreed to become involved in this Pilot 

commencing from the start of the coming season.  It is a joint partnership project with the CB 

working in conjunction with the RFU and our 2 Premiership Clubs in a manner that will more 

purposefully focus on the identification of young talent and the development of playing skills. It 

will replace the existing School of Rugby and means there will be no representative ECRU rugby 

youth team other than the U16’s.  It will place greater emphasis on player development within the 

counties and their clubs and there will be provision for representative matches at county level.  

There will be an increased focus on the provision of more highly skilled coaches throughout the 

entire system allied to a more practical involvement from the premiership clubs. There is still much 

work to be completed over the next few months to put some substantial and specific ‘flesh on the 

bones’ of this project but it looks like a potentially more complete and integrated approach to 

Youth Player Development. It will give counties and clubs a more substantial and coherent role 

which should also raise the standard of rugby within their clubs.  I would just like to record my 

profound appreciation to all those who have been involved in the School of Rugby, both past and 

present – their skills and abilities will be transferable to the new project and their organisation 

skills will certainly be  required at all levels. 

4. Major Developments within ECRU 

At the ECRU Dinner you will each have a menu card inside of which is contained a couple of paragraphs 

identifying the roles and responsibilities of Eastern Counties as well as some of its major developments.  

I do not intend to repeat them all in this report although some I have already touched upon.  There are, 

however, many other examples of work being undertaken by ourselves in conjunction with the RFU and 

other organisations not the least of which is our work with Schools and FE/HE establishments.  This is 

valuable work in ‘growing rugby’ and is particularly productive where there are more established links 

with local clubs. 

5. Conclusion 

It is difficult to adequately convey just how much work is performed within and on behalf of Eastern 

Counties Rugby Union.  The number of active committees and working groups has greatly expanded 

over the last few years as has the expectation placed upon participants, mainly Volunteers.  As we are 

expected by the RFU to behave in a more ’business like’ manner it can, on occasions, appear to be an 

unrealistic burden to place on a ‘grassroots’ focused organisation with clubs and volunteers at its heart.  

We need to be careful we do not build a management structure that handsomely serves itself and not 

the clubs and players towards whom it must always be focused.   We are aware of this danger as, 

indeed, we are of the dangers of ‘elitism’.  We want to continue to develop the game for all at 

grassroots level in terms of numbers, quality and inclusivity.  There is still much we need to do to 

develop the girls/women’s game so that it becomes a fully integrated part of the ‘rugby family’ at clubs 

at all levels across the Eastern Counties – we will be providing the girls/women’s game with some 
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specialist RDO time and assistance from now on in the expectation we can build a reliable structure 

upon which we can make real strides in the evolution of the girls/women’s game at club and 

representative level. 

Our RFU staffing levels have, for various reasons been compromised this year although fortunately our 

working relationships and appreciation of RFU staff remains unaltered – we are certainly looking 

forward to the beneficial effects of having 2 RDO’s and a further 2 CRC’s in post and we have already 

had discussions with their helpful manager, Jo Martin concerning how best they might be utilised. 

I also want for yet another year to record my personal gratitude to the Management Committee for 

their support and on their behalf to Lisa Greetham, our lone Admin Manager on whom so many of us 

from time to time depend... 

To the many hardworking Volunteers I can only record my heartfelt thanks – the ECRU Dinner is an 

opportunity to give recognition to some for their valuable work but there are many hundreds more 

unsung heroes.  I am sure the RFU understands that without Volunteers this great game would perish – I 

write this as a reminder lest any of us forgets! 

This ‘curate’s egg’ of a year has still produced some outstanding work of which Eastern Counties can be 

proud. We are an organisation whose ’cache’ within the RFU has, I believe, much improved and we are 

now most certainly seen as a responsible, dynamic and enthusiastic force for the good of rugby. 

Finally, I simply wish to announce that, if elected, the coming season I intend will be my last in my 

current role – I write this so that I might be held accountable for the statement and its subsequent 

fulfilment – it is possible to get too much of a good thing!  I hope the coming season will be the best and 

most enjoyable yet for all of you and rugby football.  Keep practising the Core Values! 

Bob Cranna MBE 

Chairman  

May 2012 (3) 

 

HONORARY TREASURER 

 
I firstly would like to thank Harry, Bob and Lisa for their help, guidance and support in my apprenticeship 
season.  
 
The Finance Committee had regular meetings throughout 2011/2012 and my thanks to the members for 
their work this season. 
 
I confirm all budget centres are within guidelines for 2011/12 except for Under 20's where additional 
expenditure incurred due to progression to knock-out stages (Max allowed by Finance Committee £800). 
 
The accounts for the Year ended 31 May 2011 will be presented at this meeting.  
 
Bob and I are currently reviewing Financial Protocols to have new systems in place for the next season. 
 
The RFU All Schools Pilot Project with a budget of £20,800 was administered by this committee. 
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The funding for the next 3 years has now been secured with a budget of approx £247,000 but will be 
administered centrally by RFU. Meetings are to take place over the next few weeks to prepare for 
September2012. I have my concerns regarding payment of coaches organised by RFU Finance Dept.   
 
This committee made proposals on increasing Club membership for 2012/13 rises to £50 plus VAT and for 
2013/14 goes to £100 plus VAT.  I have spoken to Sue G at Middlesex where membership has been at £40 
for approx 10 years and is to be reviewed this year and John Gregory at Hertfordshire confirms club 
membership has again been unchanged for at least ten years and is a max of £90 for clubs with 4 or more 
teams and reduces by £15 per team for clubs with less teams and again Hertfordshire to review soon. 
 
The Budget for the 2012/13 Season ECRU Action Plan was discussed and approved by the Finance 
Committee prior to its ratification by the ECRU Management Committee. 
 
Finally my thanks to the Budget Managers for their patience and support in my first year in office, 

 
Sean Hughes   
Honorary Treasurer 
June 2012 

 

 

RFU Council 

Twelve months ago my report looked back upon a year that saw the appointment of John Steele and 

CEO of the RFU and was full of optimism for the future.  On the day the report was sent to clubs John 

Steele left the RFU and what followed was a period of turmoil that made the start of my fourth year as 

your RFU representative very difficult with the press having a field day.  This was exacerbated by 

England’s poor showing on and off the field in New Zealand resulting in the resignation of Martin 

Johnson. 

Nevertheless, we have come through it all with the guidance and leadership of President Willie Wildash 

and interim Chairman Paul Murphy.  Paul will be the new President for the 2012/13 season and Bill 

Beaumont is almost certain to stand unopposed for the post of Chairman. 

A consequence of the troubled time we went through was the commissioning of a report into 

Governance of the RFU which was undertaken by Slaughter & May.  This has dominated discussions at 

recent RFU Council meetings and will do so for some time to come.  Some of its 150 recommendations 

are quite radical but it has been agreed that clubs must be consulted before any decisions are made and 

I have tried to keep clubs in Eastern Counties informed of latest developments. 

On the field Stuart Lancaster has been a breath of fresh air and he has reignited many supporters’ 

passion for the national side.  England’s style of play in the Six Nations kept us on the edge of our seats 

and there is a real sense of optimism for the 2015 Rugby World Cup. 

In all I have spent 48 days on RFU business this season and I must thank my employers for allowing me 

to take the time off. However, my ideal weekend must include watching a game from the touchline of a 

local club and talking to local volunteers about local issues, so I’m pleased to have managed to fit in 33 

visits to 27 different Eastern Counties clubs, plus the Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk committees. 
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At Twickenham I have chaired the CB Planning, Funding & Reporting Task & Finish Group for the past 2½ 

years and the work of the group has now come to an end.  It has been challenging but I have enjoyed it 

and the result should be increases in budgets to grow the game at grass-roots level.  I have also been a 

member of the Club & CB Services and Funding Committee whose decisions frequently affect all grass-

roots clubs which is why I am so keen to keep visiting clubs in the area. 

Communication with local clubs has been a key part of my role and other than the usual method of 

emails I have regularly updated my Twitter and Facebook accounts and continue to write articles for my 

online blog ‘A Rugby Life’ at http://asarek.wordpress.com.  I have now published over 75 articles and 

the readership is getting wider every month.  What is important to me is the feedback I get which helps 

me to decide how to vote on key issues at Twickenham. 

I can’t be at the Eastern Counties Dinner this year as I will be Africa, first with the England Counties XV 

where apart from games against Uganda and an East Africa XV we will be doing some community 

outreach work with the TAG Rugby Trust, then to Nigeria where I hope to help develop the game in the 

country where I was born. 

I wish you a restful break from rugby until the start of the 2012/13 when I look forward to visiting your 

club. 

 

Andrew Sarek  

 RFU Council Member  

 

COMMUNITY/ CLUB PLAYER DEVELOPMENT GROUP 

This is my first season in this new role; I feel that much progress has been made in many directions, but 

there is more work to do, and further areas to tackle, not the least in synchronising activity within the 

various disciplines. 

Prior to the start of the season, we had prepared a Youth Structured Season Plan which aimed to co-

ordinate all Youth activity from Eastern Counties teams, through Sub-County Cups to Development and 

Sevens Festivals etc., in order to avoid clashes and to enable Clubs and Sub Counties to plan their 

various activities with confidence. This was a significant success. 

The Program of Sub County Fixtures at U14, U15, U16 levels continued, allowing players access to higher 

levels of coaching, and in general, to play at enhanced standards. A new venture was an Under 14 Sub 

County Festival, involving both A + B squads, held at Framlingham College – this was a significant 

success. 

Each Sub County ran its own Cups from U13s through to U16s, but as a new idea, Sub County Cup 

Winners met in 4 round-robin festivals to determine Eastern Counties Champions. All agreed that the 

concept was excellent, but we chose the wrong date ! For the future we intend to develop this concept 

with Runners-Up and Plate Winners playing in similar festivals next year. 

John Mackay continued to run the U17s and Colts Cups on a full Eastern Counties basis; Congratulations 

to Ipswich and Shelford on their victories. A Shield competition at Colts was introduced in order to allow 

http://asarek.wordpress.com/
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clubs with more modest playing resources to compete using less vigorous playing regulations; this 

appears to have been a great success with 5 clubs participating, Lowestoft + Yarmouth proving 

victorious. 

Suffolk continued to run its Youth Sevens Festival at Royal Hospital School, and 12-s-Side Development 

Festivals at Under 13s and Under 14s, for players at smaller clubs and B teams of the larger clubs. These 

are ventures which will be adopted next season by Norfolk and Cambs. 

We have adopted an enhanced method for the approval of Mini Festivals, with the aim of ensuring that 

clubs provided a quality, safe and enjoyable experience for our youngest players; 14 Festivals were thus 

authorised. We still need to identify an inspiring individual to head up Mini Rugby within Eastern 

Counties. 

Girls – as a group we have invested much effort in trying to pull plans together, but have not achieved 

what we had hoped for. There are pockets of activity throughout the Counties all operating 

independently. Claire Burt and Nicky Goddard at Newmarket and Cambs, and Paul Lee at Colchester 

have done fabulous jobs within their own environments; there are many schools playing in Emerging 

competitions, and many clubs particularly within Norfolk with small numbers of Girls keen to play. The 

challenge is to pull these together to produce a vibrant club scene. We need to identify more volunteers 

to help develop this segment. I am absolutely delighted that Penny Chapman has agreed to head up this 

development next season. 

We are working more closely with our Referee Partners, with a major aim of ensuring that all youth 

(U13s through to Colts) matches are managed by a competent and qualified official. 

There has been a huge amount of activity within the School sector, as reported by Andy Wilesmith, 

Richard Duckett and David Masdin. Fantastic Schools programs in Suffolk and Norfolk have been 

managed by Andy Wilesmith and Richard Grove and their colleagues. The challenge here is how we can 

synchronise these with club activities to allow for the further development of more boys and girls. 

May I thank the whole of the committee for their positive support and ideas this season; I feel that we 

do all pull in the same direction. Thanks to Chris Mepham and David Masdin (the 3 of us have now 

worked together for many years) in ensuring that Cambs and Norfolk and Suffolk sing from the same 

hymn sheet. Particular thanks to Bob Cranna, Roger Pierson and Jo Martin for their personal support 

and encouragement in my first season in this role. 

Ross Cowie 

Chairman 

May 2012 

 

Player Development   

Much happens under the banner of “player development” throughout Eastern Counties but this has 

been the first season whereby a specific but rightful place was created in the EC structure. 

At the outset of the year, enquiries into past process and activity aided endeavor to identify paths of 

potential improvement.  Critical to enhancing Player Development opportunity is the need to secure 
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best possible coaching and support personnel. Going forward it will therefore be as important to ensure 

coach and support personnel development as well.  

Efforts have been made to encourage the concept of “quality” as well as to engage with all clubs in the 

CB to secure their support for CB Teams and the Development Programmes whilst equally raising the EC 

identity and profile.  

The appointment of a Director of Rugby was seen to be a step in the necessary direction but 

unfortunately the positive start was disrupted by circumstances outside of CB control as a move from 

the area became an inevitable consequence and the loss of Bob Crooks from that role. 

Undaunted, a start has been made towards embracing the concept and I wish particularly to 

acknowledge the hard work and commitment demonstrated by all involved.  Too often unrecognised, 

many people give up a great deal of time to support and encourage all players within the game – EC’s 

grateful thanks to you one and all. 

Despite a mixed bag of match results, a good number of EC players have received higher level 

recognition, a more than a creditable outcome for the CB and as evidenced in the following reports 

including that from Spencer Smith - School of Rugby, Simon Lord U18’s and Chloe Travis of the Ladies. 

Divisional Level achievements were significant as well as 2 players capped by England U16’s and at the 

older grades with caps for 4 U18's Schools and Clubs; 2 England U17's Elite Squad, 1 U18’s Elite Squad 

and 3 in the U20’s Scotland or England Elite levels and 1 to England Counties XV Squad. 

Similarly of note was St Josephs College Ipswich narrow loss in the Daily Mail Schools Tournament semi 

final to Dulwich College (the eventual winners)  as well as The Leys School Cambridge performance in 

winning “The Plate”. 

Under Bob Crooks and coach Mark Bolton, the EC U20's this season achieved much, with good 

representation in the Divisional Programme albeit of the 5 selected, no player reached the England 

Counties U20's. At Cambridge Middlesex were soundly beaten 47-20 which result was then followed by 

a win over Essex at Colchester 31 - 5.  Bad weather then stepped in and a delayed match lost against 

Kent 33 – 18 at Chislehurst, lead to a Play-Off v Herts at Old Merchant Taylors RFC.  Again defeat 22 -5, 

this was nonetheless the best EC U 20’s season for many years and gives a high hope future.  

Nonetheless, the steps taken are a key to unlock a better future also for the EC Senior XV and which 

team itself set out with confidence and high expectation. Against Warwickshire a more than creditable 

performance in a game that could have been won saw EC narrowly losing 39 – 34 and frustratingly an 

injury time try brought about the outcome of a loss also against Durham 31-32 at Cambridge.  Next year 

hopefully the enthusiasm now evident will see the tide turn and a change in the results!!! 

Sustaining interest and thereby continuity is important for the future and the Under 19’s sevens squad 

programme will play a significant part in this as players move on to the U 20’s and Senior Squads. This 

season, the first competition entered the EC squad won.  Thereafter the B squad  lost to a Saracen’s 

team in the final at the Ely tournament and the A squad went out to Gloucestershire’s Filton College 

team in the semi- final of the National County Colts Sevens, which tournament was won by a Leicester 

Tigers team.  Again sound performances all round.  
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On the Girls and Ladies front, appointments made to each of the three teams, due to various issues, 

unfortunately some again needed to be resolved but positive steps have been made as we try to engage 

effective programmes to take forward the female game in EC.  A successful player development day, 

held at Diss RFC, supported by RFU personnel including Maggie Alphonsi and a Ladies Team representing 

EC hopefully has seen the start of things to come.  Applauded are Phil Sharpe, Jon Dennis and Chloe 

Travis as well as a thank you to Alan and Sue Carpenter for their respective efforts. 

Spencer Smith has been magnificent in his management and overseeing of the School of Rugby, an RFU 

conceived concept destined for review.  EC have been considering an alternative Player Development 

programme in conjunction with Saints and Tigers supported by the RFU and one that might help shape 

and lead the way to a new era. Meanwhile, a survey undertaken indicated positive feedback from those 

who responded.  

Coming to fruition is equally a new protocol relating to image, kit and corporate identity. A player 

tracking project is underway to aid monitoring player progress and contact information etc. Meetings 

with Tigers Liaison Group and representatives of Saints have been attended as well as London Division 

relating to U16, U18 and U20 age grade, as too Eastern County Schools RFU. 

Fundamental to the principle of an elite programme is that it should be a clear “step up”, with the 

significant factor being high quality in a raised profile.  This is the EC player development ambition and 

one whereby it is hoped a pathway will be open for as many players as possible to be provided with the 

opportunity to play rugby at the highest level that they themselves can achieve. 

Adrian Gilbert 

Chairman  

May 2012  

 

 

UNDER 18’s 

To top the previous year’s achievements, including Counties supplying 2 players to the England Clubs 

and School side, was going to be a tall order! 

However, this season’s side exceeded all expectations to perhaps be the best side seen at 18s for several 

years.  The successful St Jo’s College side featured prominently but players from across the region 

knitted together well to become a phenomenal outfit. 

An early season warm up game versus Bedford Academy was a sobering affair as the older, fitter, more 

organised visitors handed out a major wake up call. 

Lessons had clearly been learned a fortnight later as E Mids were comfortably beaten in the final warm 

up match. 

So on to the 3 Divisional Fixtures where selections are made for London & beyond. 
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First up was Essex at Sudbury.  The Counties three quarters gave a master class in running rugby tearing 

the old enemy apart.  A late interception, made the 33 – 24 score line rather flattering for our near 

neighbours’. 

Next was Kent away, a game that highlighted the skills and experience of not only the players but that of 

the EC Coaching set up.  Counties actually lost the game 25 – 24, but the style and manner in which Chris 

Roome and Dave Harvey had encouraged the side to play with won them many admirers. Whilst 

Counties ran in 4 tries and played with adventure, Kent inexplicably began kicking for goal from early in 

the second half.  Their delight at winning the game was short lived, when the policy of Messer’s Roome 

and Harvey was vindicated in the selection meeting! 

The final game at Bury St Edmunds was against the 18s perennial bogey side Hertfordshire.  However, 

there was to be no repeat of recent season’s narrow defeats as this time the Counties forwards got in on 

the act to stamp their authority on proceedings and ensure a commanding win 22 -10. 

Following on.., No less than 9 E C Players were invited to go forward to London Div Trials.  At those trials, 

5 of the lads were subsequently selected for the London squad – Gabriel Carroll being invited to skipper 

the side. 

At the Divisional Festival at Broadstreet, London simply blew away both the Midlands and the South 

West to win the event.  At the vanguard of this success were Gabriel, Jo Tarrant, Chris Lord and Shaquile 

Meyers. 

The achievements of the 4 did not go unnoticed and all were then asked to play for ENGLAND v Ireland.  

The Red Rose swamped the Provinces, an experience they will never forget and a message to all that 

there is a pathway from clubs and schools to England without the need to always be at an Academy! 

UNDER 17s 

The Under 17s operate in the window between Christmas and April. 

The aim of this side is to develop and prepare a side for the following years 18s. 

The coaching team use the opportunity to look at some new faces from the Under 16s, recommended 

players from the sub counties and those lads still eligible from the 18s.  

A lot of players are seen both at trials and matches, and I would like to thank the additional coaches 

who came and helped deal with such high numbers. 

The side normally plays 3 friendly fixtures where the results and performances count towards nothing 

other than a chance for players to express themselves. Having said that, there is no doubt that winning 

games builds momentum going forward, and for the first time in many years the side won all 3 of their 

matches!  

Last season Counties were humiliated by Hampshire at Portsmouth and expected a stern test when they 

played host at Cambridge.   It was not to be! 

The new side played some scintillating rugby to cruise home 36 – 7. 
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Next was the daunting prospect of a trip up the A1 to play Yorkshire.  A much changed side performed 

heroically to live with their lofty opponents before grabbing a late match winning try (15 – 11).    

Afterwards, as is now tradition between the two sides, a meal with speeches and presentations was 

held, Yorkshire being exemplary hosts! 

The final match was a real test of stamina for the lads.  Middlesex welcomed Counties to the splendid 

Old Merchant Taylor’s Sports Facility for a match that was split into 3 x 30 minute sessions.   Late call 

offs and an early injury meant that 21 lads played for 90 minutes against 2 full Middlesex sides.    

Despite being dead on their feet at the end, the players hung in well to win a high scoring affair by 9 

points. 

3 wins out of 3 can’t be bettered......   Can the guys now go forward and emulate the 18s of this year ?? 

Simon Lord  

Manager EC U 18’s and U 17’s 

 

SCHOOL OF RUGBY 

 Coaches  
A total of 15 coaches were appointed following assessment by the RFU; an induction evening was held 
in September and ‘Valued Volunteer’ certificates presented to coaches who had completed more than 
one year’s service. A ‘London North Performance Coach’ award was also presented to Nick Pressling. 
During the season a wide range of development opportunities were offered to the SoR coaches 
including RFU CPD and events at Premiership Clubs and National Academy Skills Clinics.  
 
U16 SoR Programme  
The programme was relocated to Culford School and training dates changed to Sundays in line with the 
new national and CB structured season. This allowed us to hold additional specialist training, such as 
‘Scrum Factory and ‘SAQ’, incorporate indoor training and recovery sessions in the swimming pool.  
CB Representative Matches  
- Two matches were played against a ‘sub-counties’ Barbarians team; these provided both an important 
‘Talent ID’ opportunity for boys not already in the squad, and a valuable ‘warm-up’  

- EC v Essex; a win 18-22 away  

- EC v Kent; a defeat at home 14-34  

- EC v Herts.; a defeat away 16-25  

- P3, W1, L2  
 
Divisional and National Representation  
- 15 players were invited to attend the first London Division trial  

- George Wacokecoke went on to play for England U17  

- Austin Beckett and Tristan Rawcliffe went on to play for England U16  

- Kain Rix went on to play for England U16 (North)  

- Dan Lewis and Gift Sankoh went on to play for London Division against The Netherlands, Matt Jones 
was selected but had to withdraw due to illness.  
 
Squad Details  
- A total of 40 boys; 10 Cambridgeshire, 17 Norfolk, 13 Suffolk  

- 18 Saints EPDG, 16 Tigers EPDG, 6 not in EPDG  
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- All but one U16 boy played in a representative game  
 
U15 SoR Programme  
SoR Coaches watched the majority of the sub-county fixtures and consulted closely with sub-county 
coaches in selecting the squad. The U15 programme delivered the nine areas of the curriculum across 
four Wednesday evening training sessions at Thetford and the weekend training camp. The weekend 
training camp included guest coaching from Nick Greenhall, Ross Stewart from Northampton Saints and 
Danny Hunter from Cambridge RFC.  
CB Representative Matches  
- EC v Essex; a home win 36-12  

- EC v Kent; a loss away 36-31  

- EC v Herts.; a home win 34-26  

- P3, W2, L1  
 
Squad Details  
- A total of 45 boys; 6 Cambridgeshire, 15 Norfolk and 24 Suffolk  

- 20 Saints, 14 Tigers, 11 not in EPDG  

- 34 boys played in at least one of the three representative games, and five boys were unavailable for 
matches due to injury . 
 
U14 SoR Programme  
SoR Coaches watched all the sub-county A and B fixtures in selecting the squad. The U15 programme 
delivered the nine areas of the curriculum across four Wednesday evening training sessions at Thetford 
and the weekend training camp. The weekend training camp included guest coaching from Nick 
Greenhall, Ross Stewart from Northampton Saints and Danny Hunter from Cambridge RFC.  
CB Representative Matches  
- EC v Essex; a home loss 10-40  

- EC v Herts.; a loss away 22-13  

- P2, L2  
 
Squad Details  
- A total of 58 boys; 11 Cambridgeshire, 23 Norfolk and 24 Suffolk  

- 27 Saints, 20 Tigers, 11 not in EPDG  

- 33 boys played in at least one of the two representative games  
 
U13 SoR Programme  
The first Talent ID day in the summer saw 126 boys from three sub-counties assessed by SoR and EPDG 
coaches, resulting in a squad of 60 boys. Following the publication of the RFU’s study into Relative Age 
Effect a second Talent ID day was held in January for a further 83 boys. A total of 209 boys were 
assessed across the season based on limiting formal nomination to a maximum of two boys per school 
or club.  
The four full day sessions were held a Langley School, Norfolk, Framlingham College, Suffolk and The 
Leys School, Cambridge. In addition to the nine curriculum areas sessions were held on ‘Nutrition & 
Hydration’ and ‘This Is Rugby’.  
Squad Details  
- A total of 56 boys; 16 Cambridgeshire, 19 Norfolk and 21 Suffolk  
 
Survey  
All players and parents contributed to a detailed survey; almost all aspects were rated ‘Excellent’ or 
‘Very Good’, particularly high scores received in Coaching; Technical and Game Sense. Focus areas 
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include playing facilities and ongoing player feedback, both of which are being addressed. The survey is 
ongoing with each age squad.  
Medical and Welfare Provision  
We have appointed one Physiotherapist who covers all SoR squads so providing continuity of care. Our 
Physiotherapist delivers a ‘Medical/Welfare’ presentation as part of the Player and Parent induction, 
and is also responsible for areas of player development such as Nutrition and Hydration awareness. A 
new section of the website has been created and is dedicated to this subject. A specialist ‘First Aid for 
Rugby’ course was held for all SoR coaches.  
 
General  
The website has been redesigned and maintained as the main form of communication with players and 
parents including match reports and photo galleries.  
A new Home and Away playing kit was implemented. 

Spencer Smith 

Manager 

 

WOMEN 

Trials took place in October and were attended by 26 players from 7 clubs. Disappointingly numbers 

were lower than earlier in the summer for a Norfolk v Suffolk game and despite clubs aware of the CB 

trial.  Surprisingly few players came from established teams such as Woodbridge and Shelford and no 

representatives from Fakenham. Nonetheless a squad with players from across all three counties was 

identified.  

Three training sessions took place but attendance varied due to travel distances, club training clashing 

with county training and also overtraining was an issue for some.  

The women’s game generally suffers from a lack of strength and depth across the squads and this is as 

evident in the CB side as it is in the local club sides.   In hindsight, maybe training might have been 

restricted to an initial squad day prior to the commencement of the matches, but with all things there 

are pros and cons.  

Three matches played in the county championship, the first at home to Middlesex, resulted in a 10- 5 

win with the next game away to Essex at Thurrock RFC unfortunately losing, the final score at 25-3. After 

a hard fought first hour between the two sides the lack of depth in the EC squad that had travelled with 

only 16 players, was telling in the last twenty minutes.  The final game at home against Hertfordshire 

again ended in a 0 -20 loss and being very disappointing as EC were dominant in the first half but failed 

to finish chances and once again ran out of steam the final quarter.  

Overall a positive campaign for a fledgling County side but for the CB team to progress, clubs and 

coaches must encourage their BEST players to trial and play for the County. CB rugby needs to be a step-

up in standard and a change in the perception otherwise held by many players, clubs and coaches is the 

biggest barrier to EC success. 

A positive of the programme is that Eastern Counties can compete with teams from more established 

counties and especially with a ‘one team’ atmosphere that Phil Sharpe and John managed to create in a 
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relatively short period of time. The team really bonded well which will hopefully enable progression to a 

stronger and established team.  

Thanks goes to Diss RFC for generously hosting both of the EC home games and all training sessions, the 

CB squad was made to feel at home and very welcome. 

Six players from EC were selected for Divisional trials, four progressed into the Divisional squad and of 

those three were selected for Super 4’s at the end of the Divisional campaign.  

Chloe Travis  

Manager EC Ladies  

 

DISCIPLINE  

It is difficult to be positive when the numbers sent off are so negative. On the bright side the clubs 

continue to deal admirably with their players who are sent off. A total of 50 players covering all age 

ranges and offences varying from a single punch to one matter, a serious assault, which is being dealt 

with at Norwich Crown Court.  

What is more disappointing is the continued increase in the poor behaviour of players and coaches in 

the younger sides, Midis up to and including Youth Sides. Coaches are reminded that they are there to 

teach players to play the game and improve individual skills with due regard to the Laws and the general 

ethos which has always been the backbone of our game. The young players are not there as an ego 

boost for coaches. There have been instances of a coach leaving his players in tears which is not good 

enough!  We become similar to soccer at our peril!  

There has been an incident of racial abuse involving an Eastern Counties junior player; I hasten to add he 

was the victim not the perpetrator. Let us make sure this does not creep in to the game!   

There has also been an increased use of Social Networking sites which comes as no surprise owing to its 

convenience and popularity amongst younger people. However Eastern Counties insists that all negative 

comments regarding opposition teams, clubs and especially comments regarding referees are, from 

now, not broadcast to all and sundry. It is such comments which put parents off letting their children 

play the game! These comments may be deemed to be contrary to the good name of the Game and The 

Union and will be dealt with under Sec 5.12 of the Rules of the RFU. 

My continued thanks to the members of the committee, Graham Feest, Declan Gallagher and the Hon 

Sec David Broughton. We say a sad farewell for the time being to Martin Warren who has had to resign 

for business reasons. We wish him well and hope he can return in the future. Mike Daniels has been 

recruited from Cambridgeshire and we look forward to working with him. 

Huw Davies 

Chairman  

May 2012 
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Annual Referees Report 

In a season with many challenges and highlights it’s always difficult to know where to start!. 

The most significant appointment of an Eastern Counties match official was that of Nigel Carrick as 5th 

official at the RBS 6 Nations game between England and Ireland, amply demonstrating that it is possible 

to go from local rugby to the top. Nigel can be seen running the line in the Premiership every week on 

TV , he has an ambition to be appointed to RWC 2015 as an assistant referee and in this challenge we 

wish him good luck from all at ECRURF. 

We have two RFU referee tutors in Dave Locke and Viv Hathway who are the authorised deliverers of 

ELRA courses within the EC CB area. They have between them delivered 7 courses with 73 candidates .in 

addition the new Mini-Midi course has been run twice with 25 candidates. It is now a requirement of EC 

CB that all mini festivals are refereed by accredited referees so both Viv and Dave will be busy over the 

coming season. Gentlemen thank you for your efforts. 

With 73 candidates passing ELRA we hope that they are now refereeing in their clubs gaining valuable 

experience and hopefully  joining their local society to continue their development. ELRA is not the end 

of the journey, there are  CRDA modules that are presented by the RFU Tutors or Society Training 

Officers as part of a CPD programme. As an extension of club referee development next season the CB 

will require that all club referees appointed by the club are logged, by an’ effective’ club referee 

coordinator. This will enable areas for development to be identified as well as identifying and 

encouraging latent talent. It will also enable the CB to measure and understand how mush rugby is 

actually played around the counties each Saturday and Sunday. 

As usual the RFU have thrown out its annual challenge in the form of the Slaughter and May report 

which could have organisational implications for Refereeing in the future. We will watch developments 

with interest. 

We held our annual conference in September in Ipswich. This is the one occasion when all the referees 

are gathered to share and understand experiences with each other and have a common approach to 

management issues. Next season will be no different with 6 experimental laws imposed by the IRB plus 

the added distraction of rolling subs being allowed in all level 5 and below games , as promulgated by 

the RFU no doubt coaches will find a way of bending these to their advantage! But spare a thought for 

the referee who has to manage the game and continually ensure that both sides have the maximum 

number of players on the field at any one time. 

An annual report would not be complete without some concerns, the first is to do with first aid facilities 

/qualified first aid personnel, each club has  a responsibility in this area , referees are many things but 

not medical experts . To this end an incident management protocol has been devised to avoid well-

meaning individuals entering the incident area, in law only those persons invited onto the playing area 

by the referee may do so. Its these individuals that need managing. 

The second, is the proper training of club touch judges to ensure their impartiality and knowledge of the 

laws of touch are understood when they have a flag in their hand,. Club touch judge s will be invited to 

the referees conference to fine tune the art of running touch. 
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Congratulations to the referees who were promoted from the Society to Federation during the season, 

who are now another rung up the ladder. 

We are grateful to our sponsors Comercrawley of  Diss who supplied us once again with match shirts , 

we look forward to their continued support in 2012-13. 

As always there are many people behind the scenes who make it all possible to get a referee in the 

middle of every game ,to name them all means I would undoubtedly leave some one out, they know 

who they are, ladies and gentlemen thank you. 

Summer well, and see you next season 

Graham Cross  

Chairman 

May 2012 

 

 

 

MARKETING AND COMUNICATIONS  
 

This is our third year as a subcommittee, and I must first of all thank all those involved, they are Bob 

Cranna, Tim McNeill, Lee Adamson, Lisa Greetham, Chris Mepham, Ray Collins  and Greg Underwood, 

without them, not only would it be very difficult to manage and run this committee, we would not have 

been able to undertake so many successful projects. 

 

After due process, and clearing many loopholes, via the nominations committee we have gained a highly 

experienced press officer, Ken Watkins, of Sudbury, and we welcome him into the fold. 

 

We have met some seven times during the last year, meeting at the offices in Stowmarket to discuss 

various topics. 

 

We continue to modify and keep updated the web page, along with help from Wetink of Norwich, we 

have made it a lot easier for everyone to use, team managers, coaches and admin staff all have access to 

manage the edit content system, and upload stories and pictures on a regular basis, keeping the web 

page up to date. We have also been involved with the launch of the coaching association web page, 

which has been extremely successful, we now also use twitter and Facebook, which are regularly viewed 

and updated 

 

We have organised a number of rugby first training programs around the region, and this continues to 

be a worthwhile and successful event. We have attended a number of sub county committee meetings 

to explain our role and offer any assistance we can on marketing and improving club income. 
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We took Part in organising the National Youth Leaders Annual camp, which was held at Bassingbourn 

barracks in Cambridgeshire last Sept. We were extremely privileged to be  able to assist the RFU in this 

way. 

 

I continue to work with the National   Volunteer Curricula Group which is made up of six people from 

around England, our  remit is to look into how we can improve both on and of the pitch  the future of 

rugby and I feel honoured to have been  invited onto this special  committee.  

 

We have initialised an on line ecommerce web shop for both playing and supporters, and negotiated 

large savings with Tyler's sportswear. In addition, we will continue to market this to all members of 

Eastern Counties. 

 

We continue to update and improve the yearbook and fixture card. This year increasing the size and 

information contained along with increasing the font, making it easier to read. 

 

We continue to be involved in the management and marketing of conferences and other events, these 

have included coaching conferences, and a very successful Volunteers weekend at Burwell. We are 

managing the AGM and the annual dinner this year being held at the prestigious Ickworth House near 

Bury St Edmunds and we do hope you will enjoy this event.  

 

One of the most important roles of our committee is to increase our profile both by good publicity and 

marketing, and to find new sponsors, we continue to liaise closely with our existing main sponsor 

Greene King, this sponsorship arrangement is for a number of years and has seen the Eastern Counties 

league names changed, and Greene King Logos displayed on various publications we promote.  

 

We continue to promote the RFU and its current promotions, and we look forward to a new season with 

great anticipation 

 
Andy McCallum 
Chairman  
 

GOVERNANCE 

During the season the Governance Committee has met twice – to decide budgets &  priorities for the 

year and specific issues, the role of EC in inter-club issues and the use & abuse of social media by clubs 

and club members. 

Action Plan: 

Review the CB constitution, legal status, and structure – completed, no changes recommended 

Plan and hold an AGM and elect CB officers – in hand 

Hold election for RFU Council Representative – held, unopposed 

Hold committee meetings - all held except one (lack of availability) Council member  
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Progress already being made on targets in 2012-13 Action Plan. 

Richard J Watson 

Chairman 

May 2012 

 

SAFEGUARDING  

We introduced a new member to the team during the last season. Chris Mepham handed over to James 

Pepper as the Cambridgeshire Safeguarding Manager shortly after Christmas. They worked in tandem 

until the end of the season. My thanks to Chris for his hard work, whilst in office, putting Safeguarding 

on the map in Cambridgeshire. 

I think we can safely say that Safeguarding is now ‘on the map’ for the whole of Eastern Counties, thanks 

also to Sally Lloyd of Norfolk and Martin Pratley of Suffolk. Between us we have visited over twenty 

Clubs this season supporting CSOs both new and old and have made eight formal visits to Clubs on 

behalf of the RFU to help Clubs identify ‘Where they are now’ with Safeguarding.  That leaves only three 

Clubs to visit for RFU and we’ll have been into every Club in the CB during the last four years.  

Thankfully, the turnover of CSOs is slowing down and people are staying in post longer, but since many 

have youngsters playing the game, then if they give up, then so do their parents! I would urge Club 

Officers to support their CSOs as we have three times more youngsters playing than adults and we are 

responsible for their welfare. Eight incidents have been reported to us, with RFU impressed with how 

quickly the Clubs dealt with them. Well done. 

The RFU expect CSOs to attend a Safeguarding Workshop within six months of appointment. We held 

one in Watton before Christmas and one at Ipswich in May. We now have 28 qualified CSOs in the CB 

out of a possible 36.  (Several Clubs now have assistants to help them. Four of those qualified ) We also 

keep them up-to-date with bimonthly Newsletters (Safeguarding Matters) and a biennial Conference. 

We had one at High Lodge last October which had an attendance of 40 and some excellent keynote 

speakers. 

A major part of the CSO’s role is getting coaches & managers a Criminal Record Bureau check. The rules 

have now changed so that only those with weekly contact, 4 days of contact in a month or overnight 

stay need the CRB. This has caused some consternation as Clubs are getting referees, etc. rejected by 

CRB. Sorry these are the new rules! This burden has somewhat improved as a result of the RFU’s e-

application process which has seen some CSOs getting clearance within one week! Coaches are 

expected to apply within 6 weeks of working with a Club. 

We have all been impressed with the dedication and enthusiasm of coaches and managers at the Clubs 

we have visited. One coach at each age group is expected to attend a Safeguarding Course as part of the 

Accreditation process. Seven Courses have been held this season from Saffron Walden to Fakenham. My 

thanks to Lee Adamson and Penny Chapman, who help me with these courses. Only six Clubs with Youth 

Sections have not held this Course. Hopefully, by this time next year every Club in EC will have held one. 
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The team meet every two months to discuss activities and programmes as well as updating themselves 

on current safeguarding issues. The RFU have just sent out a new Policy, which was distributed at the 

Conference, and after. The RFU hold two conferences a year to update Managers. There was one at 

Twickenham last November and one coming up in June at Telford. 

Our thanks to all the Safeguarding Officers in the CB. I’ve never calculated just how many 6 – 18 year 

olds play in the Counties, but from all those thousands. Thank you! 

Martin Peacock 
Manager 
May 2012 

 

COMMUNITY RUGBY 

Overview 

At the beginning of the season membership of the Community Rugby Committee comprised:- 

John Winders, Lee Adamson, Penny Chapman, John Langford, Roger Pierson, Andrew Sarek, John Taylor 

and Greg Underwood. Ray Collins was subsequently appointed as the representative for Suffolk and 

John Langford resigned as the Norfolk representative. 

The Community Rugby Committee met four times during the season to review progress made towards 

achieving the objectives of the Eastern Counties Action Plan and to set objectives for season 2012/13. In 

addition many Clubs in the CB were visited over the season by a Member of the Committee when advice 

on a wide range of subjects was given. These visits help to provide a point of contact for a Club when 

issues arise and it is known that Clubs appreciate the visits made. 

The strategic objectives of the Committee seek:- 

i) to secure club sustainability: 

ii) to facilitate playing opportunities; 

iii) to raise facility standards; and  

iv) to boost the numbers of active volunteers.  

I will refer to these topics in the following paragraphs and advise on the progress made during the 

season. 

Club Development 

i) Adult Player Recruitment 

Through an initiative encouraged by the RFU to take advantage of the interest generated by the Rugby 

World Cup all Clubs in the CB were invited to apply for a grant to develop and implement an innovative 

adult player recruitment strategy. Following consultation with the President awards were made to the 

following Clubs:- 

Broadland - £425 for touch rugby, TAG and RWC breakfasts; 
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Hadleigh - £340 to encourage links with the local High School and local businesses and to promote the 

Club in the local community; 

Lowestoft and Yarmouth - £500 to contribute towards post protectors, for a local High School, the Club 

Coach to work with School staff, to promote touch, and the purchase and decoration of a mini-bus; 

March Bears - £450 for printing costs for advertising in business premises, a leaflet drop and improved 

contacts with schools; 

Mildenhall - £500 to provide kit and refreshments for a 6 week touch rugby programme; and Wisbech - 

£500 to revise the club’s website. 

The results of these initiatives are to be collated and published within the CB to promote best practice in 

adult player recruitment. 

ii) Incorporation and CASC 

From a governance point of view the Committee has been recommending to all Clubs that have yet to 

incorporate that steps are taken to achieve this status.  Clubs have been reminded of the risks of 

remaining unincorporated that might adversely impact financially upon the interests of committee 

members and forwarded details of helpful contacts including legal advisers who might help in the 

application process. There are currently 19 incorporated clubs within the CB. Progress towards 

incorporation has been slow this season but it is noted that a number of clubs have now resolved to 

move to this position. 

We have also been alert to clubs reaping the financial benefits of becoming a Community Amateur 

Sports Club (CASC).  Thus far 20 Clubs have become registered. Despite the advantages interest amongst 

non-CASC clubs has waned this season. However, given that HMRC are as a rule holding up CASC 

applications until their guidance has been updated progress towards registration may in any event have 

been slow. Representations have been made by our governing body to HMRC on the subject. Non-CASC 

clubs will continue to be encouraged to consider the benefits of CASC registration when new guidance is 

issued.  

iii) Voting Club Status 

The Committee has supported clubs achieve voting club status. The RFU Governance Standing 

Committee has resolved that Thorpeness, Watton and Wendons Ambo be admitted as voting member 

clubs. 

iv) Accreditation 

The new accreditation scheme was rolled out by the RFU in January 2012. This new approach is 

designed to help all clubs to become stronger, more effective, more efficient and to provide more 

enjoyable places in which to play rugby. Clearly this is a significant initiative. Colchester, Ipswich YM, 

Watton, West Norfolk and Wymondham were automatically accredited having previously achieved 

Whole Club Seal of Approval. Subsequently Bury St Edmunds, Hadleigh, Stowmarket, Sudbury, Wendons 

Ambo and Stowmarket have become accredited.  

Our thanks go to our RDO’s for their hard work in helping these clubs become accredited. 
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v) At Risk Clubs 

A meaningful part of our role is to identify clubs that are struggling either on or off the field and to offer 

whatever help and advice that may be required to help them play rugby and to function within their 

local communities. As in past seasons this topic has formed an important element of the work we have 

undertaken. In most cases where we have been involved the clubs concerned have been able to make 

positive progress and they are now facing a brighter future. However there are a small number of 

concerns remaining and this is particularly so at Wattisham. Because of service commitments in 

Afghanistan and other areas of conflict The Warriors have been unable to field a side this season and 

they have now withdrawn from the Suffolk Merit Table.  It is to be hoped that in the fullness of time the 

Club will be able to play a part again in the local rugby community.  

vi) Workshops 

As part of our commitment to develop clubs and their volunteers the Committee is now actively working 

on a proposal to deliver a Community Rugby Conference early next season. 

Competitions 

Community Rugby is involved with what in the past has been termed “Leisure Rugby”. In the spirit of 

competition the following events Have been promoted:- 

i) Beach Rugby 

Beach TAG Rugby events have, as usual, been held at Clacton-on -Sea, Great Yarmouth and Southwold. 

These events are increasingly popular with 112 teams taking part this season. RFU support will no longer 

be available this coming summer but 6 pitches have been acquired that will enable these tournaments 

to continue. The Community Rugby Committee has recommended the procurement of a public address 

system that might be used at events such as these. 

ii) Floodlit 40’s 

This competition became focused on Suffolk this season where 8 sides initially came forward to 

participate. Colchester emerged as champions and Thorpeness took the Fair Play Trophy. During the 

season the number of participating clubs fell and there is now a suggestion that a midweek mixed vets 

competition might be established.  

iii) “10”s 

A charity “10”s event organized by Optua was hosted by the Stowmarket Club in August when 6 teams 

participated. This low turnout calls into question the value of arranging the tournament in future years. 

As a way forward Clubs are being asked whether they will enter a team in a tournament held later this 

summer. The decision as to how to proceed will be based on the results of this survey. 

iv) “7”s 

The second ECRU Colts 7s tournament was held at Ipswich YM with 9 participating teams. This form of 

the game is likely to grow in popularity as we get closer to its inclusion as an Olympic sport in 2016. As 

the game grows locally more tournaments at youth and adult level will be planned with the support and 

encouragement of the RFU. 

v) Touch 

This variant of the game has been promoted as a way to attract more people to our clubs. A number of 
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clubs around the Eastern Counties are holding touch rugby evenings and where interest is expressed 

local leagues are being encouraged with teams from businesses, pubs and clubs participating. 

A pub touch project was completed at the Woodbridge Club with support from Suffolk Coastal District 

Council and Harwich and Dovercourt completed a very successful touch programme. These initiatives 

were recognized by the RFU. In addition Bury St Edmunds worked with the West Suffolk Hospital to 

deliver a very well attended event involving medical staff. Air cadets in mid-Suffolk were also introduced 

to the game with a Sportivate funded project focused on four clubs. 

The RDO’s have produced a Touch - TAG information document and this form of the game is to be 

expanded during the coming summer months. 

Funding and Facilities 

The Funding and Facilities Sub-Committee has continued to be busy, with important new developments 

at Diss, Woodbridge and Brightlingsea. In addition a number of other clubs have benefited from smaller 

projects that have promoted the attraction and retention of players by making the training and playing 

experience more attractive. It must be acknowledged that club facilities in the CB are generally much 

better than they were 10 years ago and this Sub-Committee has played a significant part in promoting 

these improvements. 

This Sub-Committee is also responsible for fostering the work of the newly formed ECRU Goundsman’s 

Association. A well-attended event was promoted by this Association at the Bury St Edmunds Club in 

March to encourage pitch improvements when a number of specialists in the subject were available to 

offer advice and suppliers were present to promote their products. 

Volunteers 

Volunteers’ are the lifeblood of our game and their recruitment, retention and recognition is vital if 

clubs are to flourish. Greg Underwood, the CB Volunteer Coordinator and his team have continued to 

raise the profile of the volunteer, particularly in the area of recognition and reward. His report follows 

this one. 

Assessment 

This is my first year as Chairman of the Community Rugby Committee and I must say that Andrew 

Sarek’s act is a hard one to follow. However, I am confident that progress is being made. My assessment 

is that Rugby Clubs are undoubtedly becoming more proficient at improving the provision for their 

members and it is very satisfying to be part of a committed team that helps facilitate this progress. 

John Winders  
Chairman  
May 2012 

 

VOLUNTEERS  

Once again the Volunteer Team are extremely grateful to all the volunteers in Eastern Counties (ECRU) 
who, over the last 12 months, have worked so hard and given so much of their time freely to promote 
and support the development of rugby in clubs, schools, colleges, universities and at representative 
levels.   
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The ECRU Volunteer Team of Ray Collins, Suffolk, Clairice Pepper, Cambridgeshire and Gregory 
Underwood, ECRU Volunteer Co-ordinator, have been joined by Jerry Stone, who has recently been 
appointed Volunteer Co-ordinator for Norfolk.  We look forward to working hard to support you all in 
the coming months.  We are committed to work with the RFU and other agencies, to further improve 
the service we offer to volunteers.   We will continue to promote easier and more effective ways of 
recruiting  volunteers, ensure that we retain those we have recruited, as well as providing new and 
traditional ways of recognising all the good work you are all doing.  This work will underpin our 
philosophy and ensure that we continually improve the rugby experience for all.   

This year has been another busy year for volunteering in ECRU.  The year began after another successful 
ECRU Annual Dinner, where the ECRU Volunteer Team were presented with their RFU President’s Award 
for outstanding work. This provided a spring board into this year’s activities;  

 ECRU Groundsmans Association - In October 2011, the Volunteer Team were responsible for the 
setting up of an ECRU Groundsman’s Association. This new group had its first meeting on 
Wednesday,  5th October and is now meeting regularly to support clubs in the maintenance of 
their club facilities. 
 

 vRugby – In October 2011 half-term the second vRugby Young Volunteer Camp took place where 
15 new young volunteers were trained to take their first steps in being a volunteer.  
 

 Volunteer Workshop - 7th December 2011 – A Club Workshop took place at Stowmarket where 
plans were made for projects to be delivered in clubs.  Through the ECRU Planning, Funding and 
Reporting Plan, financial support was available to deliver these projects;  4 clubs have accessed 
this funding to assist with the delivery of volunteer projects. 
 

 Volunteer Recognition Varsity Match - The ECRU Volunteer Team organised an event to 
recognise and reward ECRU volunteers at the Varsity Match at Twickenham.  The day included 
lunch in a hospitality box and free tickets to the match at Twickenham;  22 volunteers attended 
on the day.  

 

 Volunteer Award Events  – The ECRU team have supported the delivery of club volunteer 
recognition events at Hadleigh,  Broadlands/Gt. Yarmouth and Harwich & Dovercourt.   Gareth 
Carr from Felixstowe RFC attended the England v Ireland match as the “Value the Volunteer” 
special guest of the RFU President. 
 

 Curry in the Park – The Volunteer Team arranged for some 20 plus ECRU volunteers to be invited 
to the Curry in the Park reception before the Ireland and Wales games at Twickenham. 

 

 Free tickets for matches – The ECRU Volunteer Team have worked with the RDO’s  to gain access 
to free tickets for international games and other games at Twickenham.  So far 12 tickets have 
been allocated.  

 

 The ECRU Volunteer Team organised a value the Volunteer Pre-match Buffet at the Bill 
Beaumont Cup game between ECRU and Durham on 19th May 2012. This is the second of these 
events to take place and the numbers of volunteers attending has grown to 48 from 22 the 
season before.  

 

 The ECRU Dinner will take place on the 8thJune 2012 at Ickworth House when the awards will be 
presented. 
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This year’s awards have been presented to the following volunteers for their outstanding contribution to 
rugby in Eastern Counties Rugby Union. 

 Woodbridge RFC Better Facilities 
 Nicki Goddard, Newmarket RFC Women & Girls Development 
 Jerry Stone, Lowestoft & Yarmouth RFC Schools Development 
 Brightlingsea RFC More Volunteers 
 Diss RFC Better Facilities 
 Harwich & Dovercourt RFC Choose Rugby 
 Mike Stott ECRU Lifetime Achievement Award  
 Norman Potter Honorary Life Membership 
 Bob Double, Woodbridge RFC ECRU Groundsman of the Year 
 

 Phil Torkington, Bury St. Edmunds RFC Community Links 
 Annette Edris, West Norfolk RFC Young Volunteers vRugby                    
 Sandra Hodges, North Walsham RFC  Exceptional Volunteer 
 Dale Spooner, Hadleigh RFC Groundsman 
 Colin Garrod Services to Rugby, Suffolk RU 
 Simon Ruddock, Broadlands RFC Services to Rugby 
 Alan Gibbs Exceptional Volunteer 
 Chris Mepham Exceptional Volunteer 
 

Over the last 12 months, my tasks as ECRU Volunteer Co-ordinator, have been made that much more 
pleasurable by the help and support given to me so freely by ECRU Officers together with our 2 RDO’s, 
Penny Chapman and Lee Adamson, and I thank them all for their support.  

Finally, I wish to thank the Team, Clairice Pepper, Ray Collins and Jerry Stone for their co-operation and 
encouragement they have shown to me over the last year.  Their hard work is strengthening the 
recognition of the many volunteers who work so diligently and freely for rugby at Club level and for 
ECRU RU. 

Gregory Underwood 
RU Volunteer Co-ordinator 
 

SUFFOLK ANNUAL REPORT 2012 

It has been an excellent season for both Suffolk Clubs and County. The County side won the Intercounty 

Cup, U20’s beat Norfolk, our County Youth sides won most of their games, three Clubs have been 

promoted and none demoted. 

The season started as ever with the RHS Sevens brilliantly ran by Ross Cowie. This year Girls took part for 

the first time! Sixty one sides, 650 young people and 155 games!! Phew. What a sight it was looking over 

the Royal Hospital Schools fields. 

The Youth Competitions run throughout the season saw more Clubs taking part than ever with five 

different Clubs winning the various trophies. Plate - U13 Hadleigh, U14 Bury, U15 Ipswich, U16 

Stowmarket. Cup competition saw Colchester win all age groups except U14’s won by Ipswich.  
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The Suffolk Shield started in September and was eventually won by Haverhill. It proved to be a great 

season for them as they’ve also been accepted back into the RFU Leagues. They did well in the Plate 

Competition but it eventually ended up a Southwold v. Harwich Final with Harwich coming away with 

the Trophy. All the competitions suffered setbacks due to the weather and our thanks to Simon Lord for 

eventually getting them all complete, with the Cup Final being played in May! Bury St. Edmunds being 

the eventual winner. 

The Seven’s were reinstated in May this year with a two tier competition. Elite and social, but as many 

Clubs didn’t turn up, a round robin competition ended up being played. The Gents won the main 

competition, and Ipswich Magpies the Plate. Our thanks to Ipswich for hosting and organising the lovely 

weather!! 

The Vets Competition was resurrected again by Andrew Sarek, with Colchester winning the Cup and 

Thorpeness the Fair Play trophy. I suspect that many Vets are playing in lower sides to help their Clubs 

as the response to the Competition was not fantastic. 

We now have a Women’s rep on the committee and hopefully, we’ll produce a County side next season. 

Woodbridge Amazons and Southwold Swallows go from strength to strength and now, Bury are getting 

more established. Girls’ rugby will be the focus next season. Hopefully more Clubs will raise sides next 

year. 

In the Leagues Hadleigh won EC2 closely followed by Thurston so they both go up. Harwich were third in 

EC1 followed by YM in 4th. Stowmarket after promotion last season have got it again next season after 

ending up 2nd in LNE3. Ipswich came 4th in LNE2 and Colchester got to the playoffs in LN1 and lost 

narrowly. Our newest Club, Thorpeness, are going from strength to strength winning Suffolk Merit 

League 2. They’ll spend a season in League 1 to gauge whether they are ready to apply for the RFU 

Leagues. Our thanks to Colin Garrod for the excellent way he runs these Leagues in spite of the many 

cancellations. 

Clubs have also been recognised in many other ways with Woodbridge and Harwich for their Summer 

Touch Rugby Schemes. Three Suffolk Clubs were recognised in the RFU Presidents XV Awards. Bury/ WS 

College, Harwich and Lowestoft & Yarmouth (Suffolk geographically!) We await to see who wins what at 

ECRU Awards. 

The change from Seal of Approval to Club Accreditation has had several Clubs applying or being re-

accredited. Hadleigh, Stowmarket, Sudbury and Woodbridge received their plaques at the annual 

Suffolk dinner. This was due to be held at the Officers Mess at Wattisham but was cancelled for security 

reasons and we had to move to Sudbury. An excellent evening was had by the 127 who attended.  The 

Fair Play Cup was awarded to Harwich and the President’s Trophy to Colin Garrod for his work with the 

Suffolk Leagues. 

Finally, the County honoured Brian Williams for his long service to Suffolk and Rugby by making him an 

Honorary Life President. 

Martin Peacock 
Honorary Secretary 
May 2012 (2) 
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE  

To be involved, at this time, with Cambridgeshire Rugby, at all its levels and sectors of the game, is both 

a delight and privilege. Despite the ordinary and, to be expected, challenges of running an independent 

rugby club there is every reason to be encouraged that the game is in good hands in this area of the 

English Rugby Football Union. Yes, of course there are individual, inherent club problems and, in some 

cases, severe financial difficulties, but expressing itself above all is the Spirit of the Game of Rugby 

nurtured by the fully committed, valued Volunteers expressing their love of the game in every Club 

throughout our County – thank you all! 

We, too, wish to express here our very grateful thanks to the generous and loyal Sponsors without 

whom we would struggle to provide the necessary resources and enriching facilities critical for the 

success of our player development programmes, county matches, festivals and cup competitions. We 

acknowledge and value your Partnership with CRFU: 

 Silicon Valley Bank 

 Gibbs Denley Insurance & Financial Services 

 Adcock Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Ltd. 

 Kings School Ely 

 Simpers Outdoor & Workwear Store. 

Cambourne Exiles – their move into the new clubhouse facility has been an extraordinary enhancement 

for the club. Transferring from the Portacabin to brand new individual team changing rooms, exclusive 

referee facilities and clubhouse bar-room has clearly added much to the whole club experience – well 

done waiting with such patience! 61 players have had the privilege of playing for the First Team this 

season so recruitment to regular, committed players has become a priority. Congratulations on sharing 

the CUDRRS Whistlers Trophy Runners-Up position.  

Cambridge – we sincerely hold admiration and respect for the stalwart Main Committee Officers and 

loyal club members who proactively concluded early in the New Year that it was critical for the club to 

return to full amateur status to secure the future of their long established Community Rugby Club. The 

immediate mid-season departure of the Lead Coach and prominent players would ordinarily have led to 

the erosive collapse of team and club morale – the opposite proved to be true! Congratulations on 

rallying to play exciting and creative rugby in the latter part of the season which has secured retention 

to remain in SSE National league 1 – the local rugby community ought to be grateful as the City will 

continue to host high order rugby at the two leading clubs in the Eastern Counties. Thank you also for 

your support offering facilities and resources to host County Youth Squads and Festivals. We wish you 

every success next season  - best of luck! 

Cantabrigian – What a season! Twenty out of twenty league games won to sit at the top of the league 

and then adding the Cambridgeshire Intermediate Cup title to round off a best ever season – 

congratulations to you all for a thoroughly focussed and committed club campaign! Recruitment of both 
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youth and senior players is a new determination to secure a regular third team and young player 

succession. All the best for next season’s challenge – we wish you well.  

Ely – “ It’s been another OK year!” Finishing mid-table in EC1 supported by their 2nd & 3rd teams the club 

is satisfied with their team performances. With most Mini and Youth age groups covered a positive 

approach to coach development has resulted in progressive player performances. Congratulations on 

winning the prestigious CUDRRS Whistlers Trophy and Fair Play Trophy at the Norwich Mini Festival. The 

club’s community links are impressive as is their wholesale commitment to charity work. Thank you also 

for hosting many County events – you excel as generous hosts. 

March Bears – As a small club with a limited critical mass the four senior officers are commended for 

their efforts to provide rugby for their local community. Strong efforts this season to create positive 

links with the local community school look set to run a summer programme of youth rugby that, 

hopefully, will re-establish a youth sector. The Senior XV, having experienced a difficult, injury affected 

season will be seeking to enter a league more suited to match their capability and expertise. Stick in 

there March! 

Mildenhall –   How things can change in a short time! – two seasons ago the club was celebrating the 

RFU President’s XV Award for ‘most improved facilities’ but, with changing circumstances beyond their 

control, this small group of intrepid rugby players have had to face a dire, club saving decision; move or 

disband! Characteristically, with the strong will to pursue their local mission they have relocated to a 

superior ground and clubhouse facility at Red Lodge where the future looks very bright and full of 

community rugby potential. Big Game Plan Mildenhall – we wish you every success in your new 

environment.  

Newmarket – having slipped out of the London Leagues and beset with a wide range of player injury 

problems throughout the past season First Team prospects begin to look more positive as a strong 

cohort of young players from within the Development Squad emerge with promise and capability. 

Congratulations on winning the Cambridgeshire Junior Cup! The long, hard haul to acquire permanent 

tenancy at the Scaltback School site may soon be over as a joint proposal with Anglia Community Leisure 

to acquire and manage the site is likely to be revealed by the Town & District Council before year end. If 

successful the local community can expect to enjoy a long awaited, modern rugby facility – we wish you 

the very best of luck. The Minis and Youth sector is thriving and the club especially enjoys the ever 

improving, solitary County Club provision for Girls Rugby. The inspirational leadership in this domain is 

widely acknowledged to be of the highest order, exemplifying as it does a template of outstanding 

practice – the ECRU is more than fortunate to enjoy the success of Newmarket Girls. Thank you! 

Renegades – another good season following the club’s entry into a league orientated focus two years 

ago – only one loss in their league campaign; good result. They expect to remain in their present league 

to consolidate performance as they bring in a youth dimension that, hopefully, will strengthen player 

mass and capability. Coach development is now considered a priority. Relocating to the Cottenham Club 

has made a big difference to their important social side of the game  - a happy and successful band of 

rugby players! 

Saffron Walden – a creditable mid-table end to the season has revealed a very exciting division of young 

Back players around which next season’s First Team will be built; regular, consistent performances are 

considered to be the key to climbing up the league ladder.  Mixed performances from the lower sides is 
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reported with the 3rd team especially competing strongly in their league. Congratulations as Runners–Up 

in the Cambridgeshire Senior Cup Final. The Mini and Youth section continues to grow at a fast rate with 

many new members joining the U7 – U12 squads. The youth teams have certainly made an impact in 

their Essex based leagues and singularly have contributed and strengthened the U15 County side – well 

done. 

Sawston –   entry to EC2 has been a challenging initiation but all credit to the club’s First Team, they 

fulfilled almost every fixture – well done! Recruitment of players remains a priority so that two senior 

teams can regularly take to the field. Spirits within the club remain high despite some wide scoring 

results which is a credit to every single player – essentially,  it’s the taking to the field  that matters and 

the single, individual performance that will be remembered; stoic of you Sawston. Continuing to 

compete in the Deuxieme League is a clear want. Best wishes for 2012/13. 

Wendens Ambo – “the best season ever” all round both on and off the field. The Senior Team finished 

runners-up in both the GK Deuxiems League and CUDRRS Whistlers Trophy as well as winning the 

Deuxieme Plate. Every fixture was honoured despite many weeks without an established Backs division. 

The Mini section increasingly gains strength in numbers and performance. The Club especially prides 

itself on promoting an inclusive and outgoing approach to the game – they await response from their 

application for full membership to the RFU. 

Wisbech –  a club enjoying a renaissance of energy and new found community spirit; the clubhouse and 

facility improvements near completion. The close working partnership with the RDO and CRC will lead to 

Whole Club Accreditation in a short time and see local community links consolidated. The 1st Team has 

been promoted after a hard fought league campaign supported by the consistent performance of the 

2nd Team. The Mini & Youth section progressively gets stronger through the focused efforts of a 

committed and capable group of Volunteers. This is a sound grassroots Rugby Club contributing much to 

the town, schools and district. 

Cambridgeshire Youth Rugby – the flagship of our operations; we are extremely indebted to the clear 

leadership and high quality coaching of the loyal and fully committed team of coaches and managers 

who provide valued development opportunities for 120 plus talented  boy and girl rugby players in 

Cambridgeshire. Thank you all for your generous time and energies. 

Cambridge University & District Rugby Referees Society – we are informed that no ‘Red’ cards have 

been served this past season and only a few ‘Yellow’ cards have been imposed for technical offences – 

player and team discipline is of a high order in this sector of the Eastern Region; individual players, team 

coaches and club playing policies effectively uphold and respect the Laws of Rugby Union as well as 

operating within the  Core Values of Rugby – Teamwork, Enjoyment, Respect, Discipline, 

Sportsmanship. We wish here to express our grateful thanks and appreciation to the Society for their 

unswerving service to Cambridgeshire Rugby; for the generous response to requests for officiating, the 

timeless efforts to make the game enjoyable for every player at every level of the game and for their 

control and interpretation of the Laws of Rugby Union Football. We are much indebted to you all – it’s a 

highly enjoyable partnership. 

Finally, a heartfelt thank you to the ever growing group of CRFU officers who unselfishly provide their 

time, energy and concern for the wellbeing, development and cohesion of the rugby experience in 
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Cambridgeshire and the Eastern Counties. This team provides the conduit through whom the bigger 

picture of local, regional and national rugby is constructed – your service is valued and appreciated. 

Best wishes to all for a well-deserved, restful summer and every good wish for a rewarding and 

successful season 2012 – 13. 

Chris Mepham 

Chairman CRFU 

 May 2012 
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